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Welcome to Terrace DNA.
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What makes a workspace inspiring? The 

truth is it’s different for every office and for 

every worker. That’s why Terrace DNA offers 

so many flexible solutions along with refined 

design details. So you can keep it basic or 

dress it up with details like rich veneer and 

frameless glass, tile segmentation, and 

footed panels. However you put it together, 

you’ll create a functional, welcoming space 

that looks every bit as good as it works.

Panel fabric: Refuge Frost
Cleargrain® veneer: Light Cherry
Laminate (edge): Frosty White (White)
Paint: Brownstone
Seating upholstery: Edelman® All Grain Cherry
Frame finish: Polished Aluminum
Mesh carrier (mesh): Graphite (Mist)
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Better workspaces. Bigger ideas.

Ideas often come out of collaboration. Other times from focused research.  
And sometimes they appear out of the blue. 

Terrace DNA makes it easy to design environments that fit all the different ways 
people work, from manager stations for focused activities to teaming areas for 
group collaboration. Lower the panels, add frameless glass screens, and tuck in 
mobile pedestals to create open, naturally lit workspaces with an aesthetic that 
inspires rather than distracts. So nothing gets in the way of the next big idea.
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Power, data, and charging stations are located conveniently at 
worksurface height, making it quick and easy for individuals 
or teams to plug in, connect, and get busy.

Create open, airy solutions that are functional and efficient 
by blending other products with Terrace DNA. Adding desk 
screens, Merge® tables, and side-access towers helps keep 
teams organized and productive.

Landscape™ surface: Frosted Glass
Panel fabric: Appoint Dune

Laminate (edge): Frosty White (White), Savoy Cherry
Paint: Brilliant White, Brownstone, Silver

Seating upholstery: Maharam® Medium Honey, 
Maharam Medium Laser

Frame finish: Burnished Cherry and Silver, Charblack, 
Polished Aluminum

Allsteel is the first contract office furniture 
manufacturer to have all products certified either 
SCS Indoor Advantage™ or Indoor Advantage Gold 
for better air quality in and out of the workplace.
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Workspaces as active as the workday.

Today’s workers are multi-tasking more than ever, constantly moving from  
focused work to team interaction. So shouldn’t workspaces be just as adaptable?  
They can be by adding sit-to-stand worksurfaces to give people the freedom to 
change postures whenever they please. 

Then put storage within arm’s length by using Reach® to divide work areas with 
lots of active, accessible files, shelves, doors, and drawers built into both sides.  
Best of all? Reach storage and Terrace DNA panels align seamlessly for a  
perfect aesthetic down to the last detail.
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Terrace DNA offers ergonomic solutions for a variety of postures 
and tasks. A standing-height work area creates a collaborative 
space that’s comfortable for sitting or standing. Or a sit-to-stand 
mechanism easily adjusts the worksurface up and down to 
accommodate changing postures throughout the day.

It’s easy to mix and match materials to design environments that 
are interesting as well as functional. The choices are endless, 
from glass, steel, and translucent materials to marker boards.

Landscape surface: Clear Glass, Infinite 
Spectrum™ simulating PANTONE® 19-1557 

TPX Chili Pepper from the PANTONE for 
architecture and interiors color system, 

Marker Board, Perforated Steel
Panel fabric: Tasanee Frost

Natural veneer: Natural Maple
Paint: Brilliant White

Seating upholstery: Burst Cardinal, 
Trisect Onyx

Frame finish: Black, Silver

Allsteel products are level™ 2 certified to the 
ANSI-BIFMA e3 Furniture Sustainability Standard,  
the second-highest ranking achievable.
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Functionality leads to focus.

Traditional, compact offices need to work even harder to keep people comfortable, 
organized, and productive. And Terrace DNA does basic beautifully. 

Select 57½" high panels to create needed separation for individual, heads-down 
work. Then optimize each workstation with details like standing-height and 
layered worksurfaces, and Extensions™ work tools to provide comfortable, efficient 
environments. With so many options, it’s no wonder Terrace DNA offers the  
best price-to-performance ratio for planning today’s workspaces.
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A variety of Extensions work tools keeps worksurfaces clear and  
the day organized, so people can focus on the task at hand.

With Terrace DNA, basic can still be inspiring, thanks to flexible,  
but traditional design options perfect for focused, individual work.

Panel fabric: Refuge Mineral
Laminate (edge): Frosty White (White)

Paint: Brilliant White
Seating upholstery: Maharam Consider Bamboo

Frame finish: Charblack

A typical Terrace DNA workstation is made  
of 29% pre-consumer and 16% post-consumer  
recycled content and is 96% recyclable.
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Something beautiful to build on.

Any way it’s configured, Terrace DNA creates functional, hardworking spaces.  
And adding thoughtfully designed details can lead to something truly special. 

From the bottom up, you have the flexibility to create one-of-a-kind spaces that 
make a strong visual statement while meeting day-to-day needs. From footed 
panels to frameless glass. Multi-purpose storage to worksurface-height power  
and data. The choices are endless. And so are the opportunities for those who 
work in the space.
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Refined details like footed panels, segmented tiles,  
spanning panel top trim, and frameless glass allow  
aesthetic differentiation across your floorplan.

Panel fabric: Appoint Nimbus, Refuge Mineral
Laminate (edge): Frosty White (White)

Paint: Platinum Metallic
Seating upholstery: HBF® Clay Wall Wildberries,

Maharam Milestone Rush
Frame finish: Silver

Mesh carrier (mesh): Titanium (Lustre)

Terrace DNA offers sturdy panel frames that stand  
up to years of use and numerous reconfigurations,  
which benefits the environment by saving raw  
materials and energy required to make new products.
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Terrace DNA. Make it yours.
The most beautiful thing about Terrace DNA is its ability to go from 
traditional to contemporary. From monolithic to segmented. It can 
support heads-down concentration or encourage open interaction. 
Use higher panels to create more privacy, or choose lower panels for 
a lighter scale. It’s all in the details. Load it up with storage, or slim it 
down for space efficiency. It’s up to you. Make it yours.

Clockwise from top left: 
Frameless glass creates open, inviting worksettings that take 
advantage of natural light while defining individual work areas. 

Layered worksurfaces offer design flexibility while supporting   
worker productivity. 

Footed panels add to the visual aesthetic while improving air  
movement within work environments.

Open and closed storage options make it easy to personalize  
individual storage. The open leg is an alternative to the traditional  
end-panel design, providing yet another flexible design option.
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Contemporary

Traditional

Transitional
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Base and stacking frame widths are 24", 30", 36", 42", 48", and 60".

*Clear and frosted glass available. **Translucent tiles include Foundation™ and Infinite Spectrum. Patterned Translucent tiles include Mulberry 
Paper and Pearlescent Strata.™

Frames

Tiles

Worksurfaces
SecondaryPrimary

Peninsula

Corner with 
Radial Edge

Corner  
Cove

Corner with 
Straight Edge

Bow-Front

Glass
Single Pane*

Marker Board

Hard Surface

Translucent**

Patterned 
Translucent**

Custom
Customer- 
Specified

Base Raceway

Countertops
CornerStraight 120º Corner

Veneer

Data/ 
Electrical Port

Tackable Fabric

Tool

Solid Steel

Perforated  
Steel

Sliding
50", 65", 80" High
Frosted Translucent 

Doors
Hinged
87½", 95" High
Laminate and 
Veneer

Stacking
15" High 30" High

P-Shaped 
Peninsula

Jetty

Wave

ReefBoomerang Dual-Surface  
Rectangular

Dual-Surface  
Corner

Quarter-
Round

D-Shaped 60º Pie120º Corner

Terrace DNA
Statement of Line

22½" High

Panel-Mounted Glass

Screens

Footed

Sit-to-Stand
Height-Adjustable 
Mechanism

7½", 15" High

65" High57½" High50" High42½" High35" High 65" High57½" High50" High42½" High35" High
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Reach Extensions	Work	Tools

Altitude®	Adjustable-Height	Tables
Rectangular Dual-Surface 

Rectangular
Dual-Surface 
Corner

Corner

See the Reach brochure for solutions  
that integrate with Terrace DNA.

See the Extensions brochure for a complete selection  
of organization, ergonomic, and illumination tools.

Cubby
Shown mounted 
beneath secondary 
worksurface

Bookshelf Bookcases
2, 3, 4 Adjustable 
Shelves

Storage
Overheads
Sliding Door Flipper Door

2-, 3-, 4-, 5-High 

Storage Cabinets Laterals
2-, 3-, 4-, 5-High4-, 5-High

Combination Files

3-, 4-, 5-High
Personal TowersPersonal Files

2-, 3-High

Pull Styles
JSquare IntegralArch Beveled

Mobile Pedestal Tops
Steel Laminate/Veneer Seat Cushion

Freestanding Mobile

Pedestals
Worksurface 
Support

Receding 
Door

See the Merge brochure for additional Merge products and tabletop shapes. Adaptive tables available with X base and casters only.  
Power Bay tables available with T base and glides only. Lift & Release adjustable-height legs available with glides or casters.

Lift & Release™ Power Bay™

Merge	Tables
Adaptive

Conference Arc OvalRound Square Rectangle

Standard
Rectangle

See the Get Set brochure for additional Get Set products. Standard, folding, and task tables available with casters or glides. Nesting and  
dual-motion tables available with casters only. Adjustable-height tables available with glides only.

Folding/Dual-Motion
Trapezoid

Standard/Nesting
Half-Round

Adjustable-Height
Rectangle Rectangle Rectangle

Get	Set®	Tables
Task 
Rectangle
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All together now.

At	Allsteel,	we	believe	that	together,	if	we	widen	our	view,	we	can	make	a	real	
and	lasting	difference	for	our	environment.	That’s	why	we	ensure	that	all	materials	
balance	performance	and	environmental	responsibility.	Relevant,	durable,	high-
quality	products,	backed	by	Allsteel’s	Lifetime	Warranty,	guarantee	years	of	use	
and	reuse.	For	details,	visit	allsteeloffice.com/alltogethernow.

Allsteel	Inc.
Muscatine,	Iowa	52761-5257

allsteeloffice.com

Allsteel supports green initiatives in the contract furniture
industry as a member of the U.S. Green Building Council.
Reach and Terrace DNA are SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold 
and level™ 2 certified products.

Always in search of solutions.
Allsteel, headquartered in Muscatine, Iowa, designs, builds, 
and delivers workplace furniture solutions. We hold firm to a 
belief that there’s always a better way to improve efficiency 
and foster teamwork; another possibility to find solutions that 
increase the bottom line and deliver long-term value; a new 
opportunity to help businesses be more effective. 

Allsteel has Resource Centers in Atlanta, Boston,  
Chicago, Dallas, New York, San Francisco, Santa Monica, 
Washington, D.C., and Toronto, ON. For more information, 
please visit allsteeloffice.com. 


